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In order of priority, this book is a guide for dealing with emergencies and survival
situations.Then it goes into the wide array of specific situations you might encounter such as:
flood, earthquake, tornado, hurricane, tsunami, volcano, wildfire, heat wave, blizzard, drought,
landslide, nuclear-biological-chemical incidents, terrorism, criminal offense, riots, airplane and
helicopter crashes, survival at sea, cold weather survival, desert survival, tropical survival, field
expedient tools and weapons, emergency communication, dangerous vegetation and animals,
and more.It covers the five core regions of survival: medical, water, food, shelter and fire. Survive
Afterwards gives checklists and guidelines in how exactly to be as ready as possible before an
emergency strikes.This is a companion book to get ready Now.The target is to have an instant
reference in hands to truly get you through the emergency right into a situation where one can
thrive on the various other end.With the proper knowledge, we can survive!
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 Look at the world in a new way, through new eye. Buy this and enjoy. He really addresses
complications people might have to deal with after a crisis. Goes into details on how exactly to
survive catastrophe. Addresses wounds, water sources, food sources, whether to stay what your
location is or move. We're not really talking armageddon scares, simply stuff like earthquakes.
No scare tactics here. Great manual. Five Stars well thought out No-nonsense Advice from a Pro
No-nonsense assistance from the kind of person who knows what he is about about and a
Green Beret at that.Funny and Serious Excellent read. Great reserve. Highly recommended.
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